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艾德加系列
艾德加

products such as floor cabinets, corners, high cabinets, 
wall cabinets, wall-mounted cabinets, drawer systems, 
etc., and are given functions for different storage 
requirements, bringing users an overall product solution. 

EDGAR SERIES



艾德加
U-SHAPED KITCHEN DESIGN

Kitchen storage is technology and art.
Different space areas have different functional 
requirements. With its excellent space storage design, 
"Edgar" will let you get the best storage solution no 
matter what kind of space.

HIGH CABINET 
STORAGE

CORNER STORAGE FLOOR CABINET
STORAGE

WALL CABINET 
STORAGE

WALL STORAGE DRAWER STORAGE



L-SHAPED KITCHEN DESIGN

The reasonable partition of the kitchen space makes 
each area a collection of functions, and the 
corresponding items are stored well, so that the 
storage capacity is doubled. The kitchen is clean and 
tidy, and will not be messy due to the long service life. 

CORNER STORAGE FLOOR CABINET
STORAGE

WALL CABINET 
STORAGE

WALL STORAGE DRAWER STORAGE



艾德加

I-SHAPED KITCHEN DESIGN

Scientific circulation-reasonable layout and 
partitioning, from storage to loading, operation on 
demand, reducing time waste. We reasonably 
improved the taste and practicability of the entire 
kitchen, and the "Edgar" storage system followed the 
same principle and came into being. 

CORNER STORAGE FLOOR CABINET
STORAGE

WALL CABINET 
STORAGE

WALL STORAGE DRAWER STORAGE



艾德加

The perfect fusion of nature and life, the fashion that 
embodies aura in the ordinary, can only enjoy the 
body and mind. 

Like with different styles, from reliance on their own. 
The Edgar series adopts three styles of side panels, 
walnut wood, oak wood, and tempered glass, which 
integrate reasonable space design, kitchen 
practicability, and modern aesthetics. 

Versatile Style



艾德加
The Edgar series of ultra-thin baskets can get more 
storage space than ordinary pull baskets or drawers. 

Full range of use environmentally-friendly materials, 
completely free of formaldehyde and other harmful 
materials released. Iron-based material, and the 
surface treatment adopts environmentally friendly 
nano-spraying, bringing life into the era of 
environmental protection.



艾德加

Every detail design reflects the transition from 
concept to reality.  

The Edgar series design is pouring into a user-friendly 
experience. Each set of products is equipped with food-
grade anti-skid pads, which can effectively prevent 
slippage and make it more stable and easier to clean. 



艾德加

With a load-bearing capacity of 35 kg and 50,000 pull 
tests, Edgar's flat-flying pumping and space pumping 
can be opened and closed more lightly and smoothly. 
The high-quality silent damping hidden rail makes life 
quiet and comfortable. 



The connection of the door panels allows us to flexibly 
walk in every storage space.  

Adjusting the three-dimensional connection structure 
patent, to simplify, easier to install. You can easily twist 
the screws level adjustment, height adjustment, the depth 
of the correction, you can let the door seamless fit. 



艾德加太空抽 艾德加⾼柜太空舱（五层）

艾德加⼩怪物 艾德加中柜太空舱（六层）

艾德加地柜太空舱

艾德加⼩侧拉（三层）

艾德加⼩侧拉（两层） 艾德加磁吸分隔件

艾德加调味品太空抽 艾德加太空铝锅具分隔板

艾德加锅具太空抽 艾德加太空铝分隔板

艾德加多功能碗碟太空抽 艾德加铂⾦分隔盒

艾德加碗碟太空抽 艾德加平⻜抽实⽊分隔盒

艾德加全展⼩怪物 艾德加红酒架

艾德加左右共⽤⼩怪物 艾德加升降机

艾德加平⻜抽 艾德加中柜太空舱（四层）
EDGAR - Flat flying drawer P. 3- EDGAR - Space capsule(four layers) P. 43-

EDGAR - Space drawer P. 9- EDGAR - Space capsule(five layers) P. 49-

EDGAR - Corner basket P. 15- EDGAR - Space capsule(six layers) P. 51-

EDGAR - Pot with space pump P. 33- EDGAR - Space aluminum partition board P. 71-

EDGAR - Seasoning space sauce P. 35- EDGAR - Space aluminum pot with partition plate P. 73-

EDGAR - Narrow basket(two layers) P. 37- EDGAR - Magnetic separtor P. 77-

艾德加不锈钢罐组合
EDGAR - Stainless steel tank combination P. 79-

艾德加收纳盒
EDGAR - Storage box P. 83-

EDGAR - Narrow basket(three layers) P. 39-

EDGAR - Space capsule P. 41-

EDGAR - Multi function dish space pump P. 31- EDGAR - Platinum separator P. 69-

EDGAR - Space drawer P. 25- EDGAR - Solid wood partition box P. 65-

EDGAR - Corner basket P. 23- EDGAR - Red wine rack P. 59-

EDGAR - Corner basket P. 2 1- P. 53-EDGAR - Lift-up basket



艾德加太空抽 艾德加⾼柜太空舱（五层）

艾德加⼩怪物 艾德加中柜太空舱（六层）

艾德加地柜太空舱

艾德加⼩侧拉（三层）

艾德加⼩侧拉（两层）

艾德加调味品太空抽

艾德加锅具太空抽

艾德加多功能碗碟太空抽

艾德加碗碟太空抽

艾德加全展⼩怪物

艾德加左右共⽤⼩怪物 艾德加升降机

艾德加平⻜抽 艾德加中柜太空舱（四层）
EDGAR - Flat flying drawer P. 171- EDGAR - Space capsule(four layers) P. 211-

EDGAR - Space drawer P. 177- EDGAR - Space capsule(five layers) P. 217-

EDGAR - Corner basket P. 183- EDGAR - Space capsule(six layers) P. 219-

EDGAR - Pot with space pump P. 201-

EDGAR - Seasoning space sauce P. 203-

EDGAR - Narrow basket(two layers) P. 205-

EDGAR - Narrow basket(three layers) P. 207-

EDGAR - Space capsule P. 209-

EDGAR - Multi function dish space pump P. 199-

EDGAR - Space drawer P. 193-

EDGAR - Corner basket P. 191-

EDGAR - Corner basket P. 189- P. 221-

艾德加太空抽 艾德加⾼柜太空舱（五层）

艾德加⼩怪物 艾德加中柜太空舱（六层）

艾德加地柜太空舱

艾德加⼩侧拉（三层）

艾德加⼩侧拉（两层） 艾德加磁吸分隔件

艾德加调味品太空抽 艾德加太空铝锅具分隔板

艾德加锅具太空抽 艾德加太空铝分隔板

艾德加多功能碗碟太空抽 艾德加铂⾦分隔盒

艾德加碗碟太空抽 艾德加平⻜抽实⽊分隔盒

艾德加全展⼩怪物 艾德加红酒架

艾德加左右共⽤⼩怪物 艾德加升降机

艾德加平⻜抽 艾德加中柜太空舱（四层）
EDGAR - Flat flying drawer P. 87- EDGAR - Space capsule(four layers) P. 127-

EDGAR - Space drawer P. 93- EDGAR - Space capsule(five layers) P. 133-

EDGAR - Corner basket P. 99- EDGAR - Space capsule(six layers) P. 135-

EDGAR - Pot with space pump P. 117- EDGAR - Space aluminum partition board P. 155-

EDGAR - Seasoning space sauce P. 119- EDGAR - Space aluminum pot with partition plate P. 157-

EDGAR - Narrow basket(two layers) P. 121- EDGAR - Magnetic separtor P. 161-

艾德加不锈钢罐组合
EDGAR - Stainless steel tank combination P. 163-

艾德加收纳盒
EDGAR - Storage box P. 167-

EDGAR - Narrow basket(three layers) P. 123-

EDGAR - Space capsule P. 125-

EDGAR - Multi function dish space pump P. 115- EDGAR - Platinum separator P. 153-

EDGAR - Space drawer P. 109- EDGAR - Solid wood partition box P. 149-

EDGAR - Corner basket P. 107- EDGAR - Red wine rack P. 143-

EDGAR - Corner basket P. 105- EDGAR - Lift-up basket EDGAR - Lift-up basketP. 137-
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艾德加

Wood is the oldest renewable raw material in the 
world, and it has always been a source of energy and 
warmth. When you come into contact with this 
substance, you can feel, see and smell this energy, 
this substance is so temperature and diversity. In fact, 
there is no limit to what can be designed and 
manufactured from wood—each generation responds 
to creative challenges in different ways.

The "Edgar" storage system perfectly blends the 
temperature of wood and the coldness of metal, 
turning the kitchen and living space into an 
indispensable part. Our design and manufacturing 
are full of enthusiasm for the pursuit of excellence. 
The pull baskets in each area of high cabinets, corner 
cabinets, floor cabinets and wall cabinets not only 
look beautiful under the combination of elements, but 
also pay great attention to details and have well-
designed functions. Let the living space exude 
warmth and vitality, practical and beautiful. 



艾德加

艾德加

03 04

Edgar's flat fly is a collection of thousands of 
favorites, high-quality panel materials, to create 
three different styles of appearance, the ultimate 
surface treatment, with a variety of highly 
functional accessories, perfect enhancement of 
each cabinet storage function.

The choice of materials and color matching are 
enough to perfectly match any cabinet. The 
combination of modularization and variable 
originals can be widely used in various functional 
areas such as cabinet storage, operation, and 
cooking. 

Extremely simplified design, so that it can be 
adapted to various scenarios, suitable for high 
cabinets, electrical cabinets, side cabinets, 
combined interior drawers, and so on. Whether in 
closed doors or open spaces, it also plays an 
excellent storage and storage function. 

EDGAR Low Drawer
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The main material is cold-rolled 
steel plate and imported European 
oak baffle with low moisture content, 
which is suitable for dry or humid 
environments. 

The overall appearance design of the 
product is simple, without any exposed 
screws and installation holes, and the 
slide rail is completely hidden without 
exposure. 

The guide rail is directly supplied by 
Blum, with a load-bearing capacity of 
30KG. 

Food-grade anti-skid pads are easy 
to clean, and at the same time play a 
role of anti-skid on the placed items 
to prevent collisions. 
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艾德加

艾德加平⻜抽 BDWS0001-300

BDWS0001-350

BDWS0001-400

BDWS0001-450

BDWS0001-500

BDWS0001-600

BDWS0001-700

BDWS0001-750

BDWS0001-800

BDWS0001-900

艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽

Edgar-Flat�Flying�Drawer
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艾德加

艾德加

艾德加

Edgar Space Pump chooses to mix and match 
and maintain its consistent minimalist style, 
which is suitable for different types of cabinets. 
The elegant gray, warm wood and clear glass are 
harmoniously matched, walking around the 
opening and closing of each cabinet. 

Real simplicity means to reduce items and messy 
design, so that you have more energy to deal with 
the things you like, and make life and desires 
simple. 

Edgar Space Pump is multi-functional and practical. 
It is used to store tableware, condiments, cooking 
utensils, etc., modular functional accessory 
combinations, to achieve different storage needs, 
and can be widely used in various functional areas 
of the cabinet.

EDGAR Higt Drawer
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The main material is cold-rolled 
steel plate and imported European 
oak baffle with low moisture content, 
which is suitable for dry or humid 
environments. 

Patented door panel connection 
structure, can realize three-
dimensional adjustment, quick and 
easy installation 

The guide rail is directly supplied by 
Blum, with a load-bearing capacity of 
30KG. 

Food-grade anti-skid pads are easy 
to clean, and at the same time play a 
role of anti-skid on the placed items 
to prevent collisions. 
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艾德加
Edgar-Space�Drawer

艾德加太空抽 BDWS0002-300

BDWS0002-350

BDWS0002-400

BDWS0002-450

BDWS0002-500

BDWS0002-600

BDWS0002-700

BDWS0002-750

BDWS0002-800

BDWS0002-900

艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
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艾德加

Due to the different storage needs of the kitchen, 
the space function is also used to the fullest. The 
corner system rejuvenates the concealment of the 
angle and makes the kitchen storage more 
interesting. 

In the past, kitchen corners were the least utilized 
space, but the birth of the corner system greatly 
improved the space utilization and increased 
storage capacity. 

EDGAR
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Compared with other corner cabinet storage 
functional hardware such as turntables, flying 
saucers and other products, Little Monster 
has the largest space utilization rate. At the 
same time, the four baskets are easier to sort 
and tidy. 

Using the corner position, the basket 
is fully pulled out, so that the deep 
objects can be seen at a glance, 
making it more convenient to take. 

Food-grade anti-skid pads are easy to 
clean, and at the same time play a role 
of anti-skid on the placed items to 
prevent collisions. 

It is suitable for different cabinet layout 
designs, and the left and right corners 
can be used universally to meet the 
installation needs of many customers. 

Separate linkage design, you can 
freely choose the basket to use, and 
the basket can place different 
objects according to actual needs. 
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艾德加
Edgar-Corner�Basket

艾德加⼩怪物右开
艾德加⼩怪物左开

BDWS0003-900R

BDWS0003-900L
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艾德加
Edgar-Corner�Basket

艾德加左右共⽤⼩怪物 BDWS0004-900
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艾德加
EDGAR

Neat, practical and improve space utilization is 
the core of the cabinet basket. 

From kitchen utensils, dishes and utensils, to 
condiments, food ingredients, everything is 
closely related to our lives, and even the smallest 
objects should be kept tidy. 

The floor cabinet system, diversified functional 
design, meets different storage needs. The 
minimalist design style and modular functional 
accessories keep everything in order. 
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艾德加
Edgar-Corner�Basket

艾德加全展⼩怪物 BDWS0005-900
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To remove the complex and minimalist, 
a variety of side panel design, 
versatile kitchen style, let the space 
add color. 

The diversified basket function design 
meets the storage needs of different 
users. 

Food-grade anti-skid pads are easy to 
clean, and at the same time play a role 
of anti-skid on the placed items to 
prevent collisions. 

Modular combination of functional 
accessories, the same space, 
different solutions. 
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艾德加Edgar-Space�Drawer

艾德加碗碟太空抽
艾德加碗碟太空抽
艾德加碗碟太空抽
艾德加碗碟太空抽
艾德加碗碟太空抽

BDWS0006-600

BDWS0006-700

BDWS0006-750

BDWS0006-800

BDWS0006-900
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Equipped with a whole dish rack and ABS tableware 
sorting box. The space within the space extraction 
is maximized and rationally utilized. 

Advantage: 
1. The dish rack can be placed in the space pump or 
used on the countertop. It is equipped with an 
independent drain pan for easy cleaning. 
2. Equipped with ABS separation box, used for 
classified storage of tableware, and the divider can 
be freely separated according to actual needs. 
3. The dish rack is suitable for different dish 
shapes, and can hold fish dishes, large dishes, 
small dishes and bowls of different sizes. 

艾德加Edgar-Multi�Function�Dish�Space�Pump

艾德加多功能碗碟太空抽
艾德加多功能碗碟太空抽
艾德加多功能碗碟太空抽
艾德加多功能碗碟太空抽
艾德加多功能碗碟太空抽

BDWS0007-600

BDWS0007-700

BDWS0007-750

BDWS0007-800

BDWS0007-900
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艾德加Edgar-Pot�With�Space�Pump

艾德加锅具太空抽
艾德加锅具太空抽
艾德加锅具太空抽
艾德加锅具太空抽
艾德加锅具太空抽

BDWS0008-600

BDWS0008-700

BDWS0008-750

BDWS0008-800

BDWS0008-900
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艾德加Edgar-Seasoning�Space�Sauce

艾德加调味品太空抽
艾德加调味品太空抽
艾德加调味品太空抽
艾德加调味品太空抽

BDWS0009-300

BDWS0009-350

BDWS0009-400

BDWS0009-450
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艾德加Edgar-Narrow�Basket(Two�layers)

艾德加⼩侧拉右（两层）
艾德加⼩侧拉左（两层）
艾德加⼩侧拉右（两层）
艾德加⼩侧拉左（两层）

BDWS0010-200R

BDWS0010-200L

BDWS0010-300R

BDWS0010-300L
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艾德加Edgar-Narrow�Basket(Three�layers)

艾德加⼩侧拉右（三层）
艾德加⼩侧拉左（三层）
艾德加⼩侧拉右（三层）
艾德加⼩侧拉左（三层）

BDWS0011-200R

BDWS0011-300L

BDWS0011-200R

BDWS0011-300L
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艾德加Edgar-Space�Capsule

艾德加地柜太空舱
艾德加地柜太空舱

BDWS0012-450

BDWS0012-600
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艾德加
EDGAR

Lifestyle defines the storage method. In the mess, 
we have found a flexible enough space, and all 
items need to be arranged neatly. 

There are adequately spaced tableware, a 
dazzling array of condiments, food to satisfy the 
appetite, and the kitchen utensils you want to 
place. Every display space are swimming freely, 
clean and tidy. 

High cabinet system, kitchen storage real giant. 
The luxurious and elegant high-end frame 
appearance, combined with wood to create a 
balanced artwork, makes storage also an 
experience and enjoyment.
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The height of the basket can be 
adjusted, according to different items 
placed height requirements, the 
basket may be freely adjustable 
spacing.

Opening at a large angle of 155°, with 
a large field of view, three sides are 
unobstructed, and the fetching 
becomes incisively and vividly. 

Food-grade anti-skid pads are easy to 
clean, and at the same time play a role 
of anti-skid on the placed items to 
prevent collisions. 

Smooth high-precision guide rails, 
with the basket support rod hidden 
at the bottom of the basket, precise 
braking, perfect load-bearing. 

European superb wood processing 
technology, warm wood texture 
combined with high-hardness steel, 
minimalism and light luxury. 

Every product and every function 
combination will make you feel 
unexpected. It is our pursuit to make 
simple storage to the extreme. 

Linkage structure, tightly lock the 
door panel, so that between the 
door panel opening and closing, 
drive the basket to slide smoothly. 
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艾德加Edgar-Space�Capsule(Four�layers)

艾德加中柜太空舱（四层）
艾德加中柜太空舱（四层）

BDWS0013-450

BDWS0013-600
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艾德加艾德加⾼Edgar-Space�Capsule(Five�layers)

艾德加⾼柜太空舱（五层）
艾德加⾼柜太空舱（五层）

BDWS0014-450

BDWS0014-600
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艾德加特⾼Edgar-Space�Capsule(Six�layers)

艾德加特⾼柜太空舱（六层）
艾德加特⾼柜太空舱（六层）

BDWS0015-450

BDWS0015-600
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艾德加
EDGAR

When we design functional hardware, we focus on 
practicality, the upper layer, and the purest, high-
utilization storage space. An ideal space for 
multiple types of storage. The wall cabinet system 
is neatly and orderly displayed, making it easy to 
put and retrieve items without effort. 
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SPCC cold-rolled steel plate is formed 
by one-step spraying process, the 
quality is visible, tangible, and more 
assured. 

The sidewalls are made of wood with 
low moisture content, which not only 
ensures the safety of the items to be 
picked up and stored, but also adds 
the style of the cabinet. 

Thick non-slip handle, comfortable 
grip. 

Load-bearing function four-speed 
adjustment, easy push and pull, 
automatic slow-down, solve the 
problem of inconvenience in taking 
objects from high places. 
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艾德加Edgar-Lift-up�basket

艾德加升降机
艾德加升降机
艾德加升降机
艾德加升降机

BDWS0016-600

BDWS0016-700

BDWS0016-800

BDWS0016-900
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艾德加

艾德加
EDGAR

The independent accessory module creates a 
highly functional module group, which is so 
cleverly matched with the "Edgar" pull basket 
combination. Let a seemingly simple storage 
become flexible and changeable, but also turn the 
kitchen storage into a special talent. 
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艾德加Edgar-Flat�Flying�Drawer�Red�Wine�Rack

BDWS0017-600

BDWS0017-900
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艾德加Edgar-Space�Capsule�Red�Wine�Rack

Space�Capsule�Red�Wine�Rack

BDWS0018-600

BDWS0018-900
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艾德加Edgar-Solid�Wood�Partition�Box
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艾德加艾德加

艾德加 艾德加

艾德加 艾德加

Edgar-Solid�Wood�Partition�BoxEdgar-Solid�Wood�Partition�Box

Edgar 300A Draws The Solid Wood Divider Box. Edgar 300A Draws The Solid Wood Divider Box.

Edgar 300B Draws The Solid Wood Divider Box. Edgar 300B Draws The Solid Wood Divider Box.

艾德加 艾德加

艾德加 艾德加

Edgar 400A Draws The Solid Wood Divider Box. Edgar 400A Draws The Solid Wood Divider Box.

Edgar 400B Draws The Solid Wood Divider Box. Edgar 400B Draws The Solid Wood Divider Box.

BDWS0019-300A BDWS0020-300A

BDWS0019-300B BDWS0020-300B

BDWS0019-400A BDWS0020-400A

BDWS0019-400B BDWS0020-400B
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艾德加铂⾦

艾德加
Edgar 100 Platinum Separator

艾德加
Edgar 200 Platinum Separator

Edgar-Platinum�Separator

BDWS0021-100

BDWS0021-200
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艾德加Edgar-Space�Aluminum�Partition�Board

BDWS0022-600A

BDWS0022-600B

BDWS0022-700

BDWS0022-750

BDWS0022-900
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艾德加Edgar-Space�Aluminum�Pot�With�Partition�Plate

BDWS0023-600

BDWS0023-700

BDWS0023-750

BDWS0023-800

BDWS0023-900
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艾德加Edgar-Kitchen�Ware�Splitter�Plate

BDWS0024-900

BDWS0024-800

BDWS0024-750

BDWS0024-700

BDWS0024-600
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艾德加Edgar-Magnetic�Separtor

BDWS0025
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艾德加Edgar-Stainless�Steel�Tank�Combination

艾德加
Edgar-Stainless Steel Tank Combination With Seal Cover(small)

艾德加
Edgar-Stainless Steel Tank Combination (small)

艾德加
Edgar-Stainless Steel Tank Combination With Seal Cover(middle)

艾德加
Edgar-Stainless Steel Tank Combination With Seal Cover(large)

BDWS0026-A

BDWS0026-B

BDWS0026-C

BDWS0026-D
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艾德加Edgar-Stainless�Steel�Tank�Combination

艾德加
Edgar-Stainless Steel Tank Combination With Seal Cover(small)

艾德加
Edgar-Stainless Steel Tank Combination (small)

艾德加
Edgar-Stainless Steel Tank Combination With Seal Cover(middle)

艾德加
Edgar-Stainless Steel Tank Combination With Seal Cover(large)

BDWS0026-E

BDWS0026-F

BDWS0026-G

BDWS0026-H
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艾德加Edgar-Storage�Box

BDWS0027
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艾德加

艾德加

Wood is the oldest renewable raw material in the 
world, and it has always been a source of energy and 
warmth. When you come into contact with this 
substance, you can feel, see and smell this energy, 
this substance is so temperature and diversity. 

In fact, there is no limit to what can be designed and 
manufactured from wood—each generation responds 
to creative challenges in different ways.The "Edgar" 
storage system perfectly blends the temperature of 
wood and the coldness of metal, turning the kitchen 
and living space into an indispensable part. 

Our design and manufacturing are full of enthusiasm 
for the pursuit of excellence. The pull baskets in each 
area of high cabinets, corner cabinets, floor cabinets 
and wall cabinets not only look beautiful under the 
combination of elements, but also pay great attention 
to details and have well-designed functions. Let the 
living space exude warmth and vitality, practical and 
beautiful. 
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艾德加

艾德加

Edgar's flat fly is a collection of thousands of 
favorites, high-quality panel materials, to create 
three different styles of appearance, the ultimate 
surface treatment, with a variety of highly 
functional accessories, perfect enhancement of 
each cabinet storage function.

The choice of materials and color matching are 
enough to perfectly match any cabinet. The 
combination of modularization and variable 
originals can be widely used in various functional 
areas such as cabinet storage, operation, and 
cooking. 

Extremely simplified design, so that it can be 
adapted to various scenarios, suitable for high 
cabinets, electrical cabinets, side cabinets, 
combined interior drawers, and so on. Whether in 
closed doors or open spaces, it also plays an 
excellent storage and storage function. 

EDGAR Low Drawer
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The main material is cold-rolled 
steel plate and imported European 
oak baffle with low moisture content, 
which is suitable for dry or humid 
environments. 

The overall appearance design of the 
product is simple, without any exposed 
screws and installation holes, and the 
slide rail is completely hidden without 
exposure. 

The guide rail is directly supplied by 
Blum, with a load-bearing capacity of 
30KG. 

Food-grade anti-skid pads are easy 
to clean, and at the same time play a 
role of anti-skid on the placed items 
to prevent collisions. 
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艾德加Edgar-Flat�Flying�Drawer

艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽

BDOS0001-300

BDOS0001-350

BDOS0001-400

BDOS0001-450

BDOS0001-500

BDOS0001-600

BDOS0001-700

BDOS0001-750

BDOS0001-800

BDOS0001-900
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艾德加

艾德加

艾德加

Edgar Space Pump chooses to mix and match 
and maintain its consistent minimalist style, 
which is suitable for different types of cabinets. 
The elegant gray, warm wood and clear glass are 
harmoniously matched, walking around the 
opening and closing of each cabinet. 

Real simplicity means to reduce items and messy 
design, so that you have more energy to deal with 
the things you like, and make life and desires 
simple. 

Edgar Space Pump is multi-functional and practical. 
It is used to store tableware, condiments, cooking 
utensils, etc., modular functional accessory 
combinations, to achieve different storage needs, 
and can be widely used in various functional areas 
of the cabinet.

EDGAR Higt Drawer
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The main material is cold-rolled 
steel plate and imported European 
oak baffle with low moisture content, 
which is suitable for dry or humid 
environments. 

Patented door panel connection 
structure, can realize three-
dimensional adjustment, quick and 
easy installation 

The guide rail is directly supplied by 
Blum, with a load-bearing capacity of 
30KG. 

Food-grade anti-skid pads are easy 
to clean, and at the same time play a 
role of anti-skid on the placed items 
to prevent collisions. 
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艾德加
Edgar-Space�Drawer

艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽

BDOS0002-300

BDOS0002-350

BDOS0002-400

BDOS0002-450

BDOS0002-500

BDOS0002-600

BDOS0002-700

BDOS0002-750

BDOS0002-800

BDOS0002-900
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艾德加

Due to the different storage needs of the kitchen, 
the space function is also used to the fullest. The 
corner system rejuvenates the concealment of the 
angle and makes the kitchen storage more 
interesting. 

In the past, kitchen corners were the least utilized 
space, but the birth of the corner system greatly 
improved the space utilization and increased 
storage capacity. 

EDGAR
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Compared with other corner cabinet storage 
functional hardware such as turntables, flying 
saucers and other products, Little Monster 
has the largest space utilization rate. At the 
same time, the four baskets are easier to sort 
and tidy. 

Using the corner position, the basket 
is fully pulled out, so that the deep 
objects can be seen at a glance, 
making it more convenient to take. 

Food-grade anti-skid pads are easy to 
clean, and at the same time play a role 
of anti-skid on the placed items to 
prevent collisions. 

It is suitable for different cabinet layout 
designs, and the left and right corners 
can be used universally to meet the 
installation needs of many customers. 

Separate linkage design, you can 
freely choose the basket to use, and 
the basket can place different 
objects according to actual needs. 
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艾德加
Edgar-Corner�Basket

艾德加⼩怪物右开
艾德加⼩怪物左开

BDOS0003-900R

BDOS0003-900L
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艾德加
Edgar-Corner�Basket

艾德加左右共⽤⼩怪物 BDOS0004-900
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艾德加
Edgar-Corner�Basket

艾德加全展⼩怪物 BDOS0005-900



艾德加
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EDGAR

Neat, practical and improve space utilization is 
the core of the cabinet basket. 

From kitchen utensils, dishes and utensils, to 
condiments, food ingredients, everything is 
closely related to our lives, and even the smallest 
objects should be kept tidy. 

The floor cabinet system, diversified functional 
design, meets different storage needs. The 
minimalist design style and modular functional 
accessories keep everything in order. 
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To remove the complex and minimalist, 
a variety of side panel design, 
versatile kitchen style, let the space 
add color. 

The diversified basket function design 
meets the storage needs of different 
users. 

Food-grade anti-skid pads are easy to 
clean, and at the same time play a role 
of anti-skid on the placed items to 
prevent collisions. 

Modular combination of functional 
accessories, the same space, 
different solutions. 
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艾德加Edgar-Space�Drawer

艾德加碗碟太空抽
艾德加碗碟太空抽
艾德加碗碟太空抽
艾德加碗碟太空抽
艾德加碗碟太空抽

BDOS0006-600

BDOS0006-700

BDOS0006-750

BDOS0006-800

BDOS0006-900
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3. The dish rack is suitable for different dish 
shapes, and can hold fish dishes, large dishes, 
small dishes and bowls of different sizes. 

1. The dish rack can be placed in the space pump or 
used on the countertop. It is equipped with an 
independent drain pan for easy cleaning. 

Equipped with a whole dish rack and ABS tableware 
sorting box. The space within the space extraction 
is maximized and rationally utilized. 

Advantage: 

2. Equipped with ABS separation box, used for 
classified storage of tableware, and the divider can 
be freely separated according to actual needs. 

艾德加Edgar-Multi�Function�Dish�Space�Pump

艾德加多功能碗碟太空抽
艾德加多功能碗碟太空抽
艾德加多功能碗碟太空抽
艾德加多功能碗碟太空抽
艾德加多功能碗碟太空抽

BDOS0007-600

BDOS0007-700

BDOS0007-750

BDOS0007-800

BDOS0007-900
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艾德加Edgar-Pot�With�Space�Pump

艾德加锅具太空抽
艾德加锅具太空抽
艾德加锅具太空抽
艾德加锅具太空抽
艾德加锅具太空抽

BDOS0008-600

BDOS0008-700

BDOS0008-750

BDOS0008-800

BDOS0008-900
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艾德加Edgar-Seasoning�Space�Sauce

艾德加调味品太空抽
艾德加调味品太空抽
艾德加调味品太空抽
艾德加调味品太空抽

BDOS0009-300

BDOS0009-350

BDOS0009-400

BDOS0009-450
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艾德加Edgar-Narrow�Basket(Two�layers)

艾德加⼩侧拉右（两层）
艾德加⼩侧拉左（两层）
艾德加⼩侧拉右（两层）
艾德加⼩侧拉左（两层）

BDOS0010-200R

BDOS0010-200L

BDOS0010-300R

BDOS0010-300L
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艾德加Edgar-Narrow�Basket(Three�layers)

艾德加⼩侧拉右（三层）
艾德加⼩侧拉左（三层）
艾德加⼩侧拉右（三层）
艾德加⼩侧拉左（三层）

BDOS0011-200R

BDOS0011-200L

BDOS0011-300R

BDOS0011-300L
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艾德加Edgar-Space�Capsule

艾德加地柜太空舱
艾德加地柜太空舱

BDOS0012-450

BDOS0012-600
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The height of the basket can be 
adjusted, according to different items 
placed height requirements, the 
basket may be freely adjustable 
spacing.

Opening at a large angle of 155°, with 
a large field of view, three sides are 
unobstructed, and the fetching 
becomes incisively and vividly. 

Food-grade anti-skid pads are easy to 
clean, and at the same time play a role 
of anti-skid on the placed items to 
prevent collisions. 

Smooth high-precision guide rails, 
with the basket support rod hidden 
at the bottom of the basket, precise 
braking, perfect load-bearing. 

European superb wood processing 
technology, warm wood texture 
combined with high-hardness steel, 
minimalism and light luxury. 

Every product and every function 
combination will make you feel 
unexpected. It is our pursuit to make 
simple storage to the extreme. 

Linkage structure, tightly lock the 
door panel, so that between the 
door panel opening and closing, 
drive the basket to slide smoothly. 



艾德加
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EDGAR

Lifestyle defines the storage method. In the mess, 
we have found a flexible enough space, and all 
items need to be arranged neatly. 

There are adequately spaced tableware, a 
dazzling array of condiments, food to satisfy the 
appetite, and the kitchen utensils you want to 
place. Every display space are swimming freely, 
clean and tidy. 

High cabinet system, kitchen storage real giant. 
The luxurious and elegant high-end frame 
appearance, combined with wood to create a 
balanced artwork, makes storage also an 
experience and enjoyment.
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艾德加Edgar-Space�Capsule(Four�layers)

艾德加中柜太空舱（四层）
艾德加中柜太空舱（四层）

BDOS0013-450

BDOS0013-600
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艾德加艾德加⾼

艾德加⾼柜太空舱（五层）
艾德加⾼柜太空舱（五层）

BDOS0014-450

BDOS0014-600

Edgar-Space�Capsule(Five�layers)
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艾德加特⾼Edgar-Space�Capsule(Six�layers)

艾德加特⾼柜太空舱（六层）
艾德加特⾼柜太空舱（六层）

BDOS0015-450

BDOS0015-600



艾德加
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EDGAR

When we design functional hardware, we focus on 
practicality, the upper layer, and the purest, high-
utilization storage space. An ideal space for 
multiple types of storage. The wall cabinet system 
is neatly and orderly displayed, making it easy to 
put and retrieve items without effort. 
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SPCC cold-rolled steel plate is formed 
by one-step spraying process, the 
quality is visible, tangible, and more 
assured. 

The sidewalls are made of wood with 
low moisture content, which not only 
ensures the safety of the items to be 
picked up and stored, but also adds 
the style of the cabinet. 

Thick non-slip handle, comfortable 
grip. 

Load-bearing function four-speed 
adjustment, easy push and pull, 
automatic slow-down, solve the 
problem of inconvenience in taking 
objects from high places. 
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艾德加Edgar-Lift-Up�Basket

艾德加升降机
艾德加升降机
艾德加升降机
艾德加升降机

BDOS0016-600

BDOS0016-700

BDOS0016-800

BDOS0016-900



艾德加
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艾德加

EDGAR

The independent accessory module creates a 
highly functional module group, which is so 
cleverly matched with the "Edgar" pull basket 
combination. Let a seemingly simple storage 
become flexible and changeable, but also turn the 
kitchen storage into a special talent. 
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艾德加Edgar-Flat�Flying�Drawer�Red�Wine�Rack

BDOS0017-600

BDOS0017-900
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艾德加

太空舱

Edgar-Space�Capsule�Red�Wine�Rack

Space�Capsule�Red�Wine�Rack

BDOS0018-600

BDOS0018-900
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艾德加Edgar-Solid�Wood�Partition�Box
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艾德加艾德加

艾德加 艾德加

艾德加 艾德加

Edgar-Solid�Wood�Partition�Box

艾德加 艾德加

艾德加 艾德加

Edgar 400A Draws The Solid Wood Divider Box. Edgar 400A Draws The Solid Wood Divider Box.

Edgar 400B Draws The Solid Wood Divider Box. Edgar 400B Draws The Solid Wood Divider Box.

Edgar 300A Draws The Solid Wood Divider Box. Edgar 300A Draws The Solid Wood Divider Box.

Edgar 300B Draws The Solid Wood Divider Box. Edgar 300B Draws The Solid Wood Divider Box.

BDOS0019-300A BDOS0020-300A

BDOS0019-300B BDOS0020-300B

BDOS0019-400A BDOS0020-400A

BDOS0019-400B BDOS0020-400B

Edgar-Solid�Wood�Partition�Box
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艾德加铂Edgar-Platinum�Separator

艾德加
Edgar 100 Platinum Separator

艾德加
Edgar 200 Platinum Separator

BDOS0021-100

BDOS0021-200
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艾德加Edgar-Space�Aluminum�Partition�Board

BDOS0022-600A

BDOS0022-600B

BDOS0022-700

BDOS0022-750

BDOS0022-900
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艾德加Edgar-Space�Aluminum�Pot�With�Partition�Plate

BDOS0023-600

BDOS0023-700

BDOS0023-750

BDOS0023-800

BDOS0023-900
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艾德加Edgar-Kitchen�Ware�Splitter�Plate

BDOS0024-600

BDOS0024-700

BDOS0024-750

BDOS0024-800

BDOS0024-900
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艾德加Edgar-Magnetic�Separtor

BDOS0025

161
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艾德加Edgar-Stainless�Steel�Tank�Combination

艾德加
Edgar-Stainless Steel Tank Combination With Seal Cover(small)

艾德加
Edgar-Stainless Steel Tank Combination (small)

艾德加
Edgar-Stainless Steel Tank Combination With Seal Cover(middle)

艾德加
Edgar-Stainless Steel Tank Combination With Seal Cover(large)

BDOS0026-A

BDOS0026-B

BDOS0026-C

BDOS0026-D
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艾德加Edgar-Stainless�Steel�Tank�Combination

艾德加
Edgar-Stainless Steel Tank Combination With Seal Cover(small)

艾德加
Edgar-Stainless Steel Tank Combination (small)

艾德加
Edgar-Stainless Steel Tank Combination With Seal Cover(middle)

艾德加
Edgar-Stainless Steel Tank Combination With Seal Cover(large)

BDOS0026-E

BDOS0026-F

BDOS0026-G

BDOS0026-H
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艾德加Edgar-Storage�Box

BDOS0027
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艾德加

Wood is the oldest renewable raw material in the 
world, and it has always been a source of energy and 
warmth. When you come into contact with this 
substance, you can feel, see and smell this energy, 
this substance is so temperature and diversity. In fact, 
there is no limit to what can be designed and 
manufactured from wood—each generation responds 
to creative challenges in different ways.

The "Edgar" storage system perfectly blends the 
temperature of wood and the coldness of metal, 
turning the kitchen and living space into an 
indispensable part. Our design and manufacturing 
are full of enthusiasm for the pursuit of excellence. 
The pull baskets in each area of high cabinets, corner 
cabinets, floor cabinets and wall cabinets not only 
look beautiful under the combination of elements, but 
also pay great attention to details and have well-
designed functions. Let the living space exude 
warmth and vitality, practical and beautiful. 



艾德加
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艾德加

Edgar's flat fly is a collection of thousands of 
favorites, high-quality panel materials, to create 
three different styles of appearance, the ultimate 
surface treatment, with a variety of highly 
functional accessories, perfect enhancement of 
each cabinet storage function.

The choice of materials and color matching are 
enough to perfectly match any cabinet. The 
combination of modularization and variable 
originals can be widely used in various functional 
areas such as cabinet storage, operation, and 
cooking. 

Extremely simplified design, so that it can be 
adapted to various scenarios, suitable for high 
cabinets, electrical cabinets, side cabinets, 
combined interior drawers, and so on. Whether in 
closed doors or open spaces, it also plays an 
excellent storage and storage function. 

EDGAR Low Drawer
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The main material is cold-rolled 
steel plate and imported European 
oak baffle with low moisture content, 
which is suitable for dry or humid 
environments. 

The overall appearance design of the 
product is simple, without any exposed 
screws and installation holes, and the 
slide rail is completely hidden without 
exposure. 

The guide rail is directly supplied by 
Blum, with a load-bearing capacity of 
30KG. 

Food-grade anti-skid pads are easy 
to clean, and at the same time play a 
role of anti-skid on the placed items 
to prevent collisions. 
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艾德加Edgar-Flat�Flying�Drawer

艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽
艾德加平⻜抽

BDGCS0001-300

BDGCS0001-350

BDGCS0001-400

BDGCS0001-450

BDGCS0001-500

BDGCS0001-600

BDGCS0001-700

BDGCS0001-750

BDGCS0001-800

BDGCS0001-900
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艾德加

艾德加

Edgar Space Pump chooses to mix and match 
and maintain its consistent minimalist style, 
which is suitable for different types of cabinets. 
The elegant gray, warm wood and clear glass are 
harmoniously matched, walking around the 
opening and closing of each cabinet. 

Real simplicity means to reduce items and messy 
design, so that you have more energy to deal with 
the things you like, and make life and desires 
simple. 

Edgar Space Pump is multi-functional and practical. 
It is used to store tableware, condiments, cooking 
utensils, etc., modular functional accessory 
combinations, to achieve different storage needs, 
and can be widely used in various functional areas 
of the cabinet.

EDGAR Higt Drawer
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The main material is cold-rolled 
steel plate and imported European 
oak baffle with low moisture content, 
which is suitable for dry or humid 
environments. 

Patented door panel connection 
structure, can realize three-
dimensional adjustment, quick and 
easy installation 

The guide rail is directly supplied by 
Blum, with a load-bearing capacity of 
30KG. 

Food-grade anti-skid pads are easy 
to clean, and at the same time play a 
role of anti-skid on the placed items 
to prevent collisions. 
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艾德加
Edgar-Space�Drawer

艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽
艾德加太空抽

BDGCS0002-300

BDGCS0002-350

BDGCS0002-400

BDGCS0002-450

BDGCS0002-500

BDGCS0002-600

BDGCS0002-700

BDGCS0002-750

BDGCS0002-800

BDGCS0002-900
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Due to the different storage needs of the kitchen, 
the space function is also used to the fullest. The 
corner system rejuvenates the concealment of the 
angle and makes the kitchen storage more 
interesting. 

In the past, kitchen corners were the least utilized 
space, but the birth of the corner system greatly 
improved the space utilization and increased 
storage capacity. 

EDGAR
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Compared with other corner cabinet storage 
functional hardware such as turntables, flying 
saucers and other products, Little Monster 
has the largest space utilization rate. At the 
same time, the four baskets are easier to sort 
and tidy. 

Using the corner position, the basket 
is fully pulled out, so that the deep 
objects can be seen at a glance, 
making it more convenient to take. 

Food-grade anti-skid pads are easy to 
clean, and at the same time play a role 
of anti-skid on the placed items to 
prevent collisions. 

It is suitable for different cabinet layout 
designs, and the left and right corners 
can be used universally to meet the 
installation needs of many customers. 

Separate linkage design, you can 
freely choose the basket to use, and 
the basket can place different 
objects according to actual needs. 
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艾德加
Edgar-Corner�Basket

艾德加⼩怪物右开
艾德加⼩怪物左开

BDGCS0003-900R

BDGCS0003-900L
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艾德加
Edgar-Corner�Basket

艾德加左右共⽤⼩怪物 BDGCS0004-900
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艾德加
Edgar-Corner�Basket

艾德加全展⼩怪物 BDGCS0005-900
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EDGAR

Neat, practical and improve space utilization is 
the core of the cabinet basket. 

From kitchen utensils, dishes and utensils, to 
condiments, food ingredients, everything is 
closely related to our lives, and even the smallest 
objects should be kept tidy. 

The floor cabinet system, diversified functional 
design, meets different storage needs. The 
minimalist design style and modular functional 
accessories keep everything in order. 
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To remove the complex and minimalist, 
a variety of side panel design, 
versatile kitchen style, let the space 
add color. 

The diversified basket function design 
meets the storage needs of different 
users. 

Food-grade anti-skid pads are easy to 
clean, and at the same time play a role 
of anti-skid on the placed items to 
prevent collisions. 

Modular combination of functional 
accessories, the same space, 
different solutions. 
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艾德加Edgar-Space�Drawer

艾德加碗碟太空抽
艾德加碗碟太空抽
艾德加碗碟太空抽
艾德加碗碟太空抽
艾德加碗碟太空抽

BDGCS0006-600

BDGCS0006-700

BDGCS0006-750

BDGCS0006-800

BDGCS0006-900
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Equipped with a whole dish rack and ABS tableware 
sorting box. The space within the space extraction 
is maximized and rationally utilized. 

3. The dish rack is suitable for different dish 
shapes, and can hold fish dishes, large dishes, 
small dishes and bowls of different sizes. 

1. The dish rack can be placed in the space pump or 
used on the countertop. It is equipped with an 
independent drain pan for easy cleaning. 

Advantage: 

2. Equipped with ABS separation box, used for 
classified storage of tableware, and the divider can 
be freely separated according to actual needs. 

艾德加Edgar-Multi�Function�Dish�Space�Pump

艾德加多功能碗碟太空抽
艾德加多功能碗碟太空抽
艾德加多功能碗碟太空抽
艾德加多功能碗碟太空抽
艾德加多功能碗碟太空抽

BDGCS0007-600

BDGCS0007-700

BDGCS0007-750

BDGCS0007-800

BDGCS0007-900
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艾德加Edgar-Pot�With�Space�Pump

艾德加锅具太空抽
艾德加锅具太空抽
艾德加锅具太空抽
艾德加锅具太空抽
艾德加锅具太空抽

BDGCS0008-600

BDGCS0008-700

BDGCS0008-750

BDGCS0008-800

BDGCS0008-900
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艾德加Edgar-Seasoning�Space�Sauce

艾德加调味品太空抽
艾德加调味品太空抽
艾德加调味品太空抽
艾德加调味品太空抽

BDGCS0009-300

BDGCS0009-350

BDGCS0009-400

BDGCS0009-450
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艾德加Edgar-Narrow�Basket(Two�layers)

艾德加⼩侧拉右（两层）
艾德加⼩侧拉左（两层）
艾德加⼩侧拉右（两层）
艾德加⼩侧拉左（两层）

BDGCS0010-200R

BDGCS0010-200L

BDGCS0010-300R

BDGCS0010-300L
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艾德加Edgar-Narrow�Basket(Three�layers)

艾德加⼩侧拉右（三层）
艾德加⼩侧拉左（三层）
艾德加⼩侧拉右（三层）
艾德加⼩侧拉左（三层）

BDGCS0011-200R

BDGCS0011-200L

BDGCS0011-300R

BDGCS0011-300L
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艾德加Edgar-Space�Capsule

艾德加地柜太空舱
艾德加地柜太空舱

BDGCS0012-450

BDGCS0012-600



艾德加
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EDGAR

Lifestyle defines the storage method. In the mess, 
we have found a flexible enough space, and all 
items need to be arranged neatly. 

There are adequately spaced tableware, a 
dazzling array of condiments, food to satisfy the 
appetite, and the kitchen utensils you want to 
place. Every display space are swimming freely, 
clean and tidy. 

High cabinet system, kitchen storage real giant. 
The luxurious and elegant high-end frame 
appearance, combined with wood to create a 
balanced artwork, makes storage also an 
experience and enjoyment.
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The height of the basket can be 
adjusted, according to different items 
placed height requirements, the 
basket may be freely adjustable 
spacing.

Opening at a large angle of 155°, with 
a large field of view, three sides are 
unobstructed, and the fetching 
becomes incisively and vividly. 

Food-grade anti-skid pads are easy to 
clean, and at the same time play a role 
of anti-skid on the placed items to 
prevent collisions. 

Smooth high-precision guide rails, 
with the basket support rod hidden 
at the bottom of the basket, precise 
braking, perfect load-bearing. 

European superb wood processing 
technology, warm wood texture 
combined with high-hardness steel, 
minimalism and light luxury. 

Every product and every function 
combination will make you feel 
unexpected. It is our pursuit to make 
simple storage to the extreme. 

Linkage structure, tightly lock the 
door panel, so that between the 
door panel opening and closing, 
drive the basket to slide smoothly. 
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艾德加Edgar-Space�Capsule(Four�layers)

艾德加中柜太空舱（四层）
艾德加中柜太空舱（四层）

BDGCS0013-450

BDGCS0013-600
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艾德加艾德加⾼Edgar-Space�Capsule(Five�layers)

艾德加⾼柜太空舱（五层）
艾德加⾼柜太空舱（五层）

BDGCS0014-450

BDGCS0014-600
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艾德加特⾼Edgar-Space�Capsule(Six�layers)

艾德加特⾼柜太空舱（六层）
艾德加特⾼柜太空舱（六层）

BDGCS0015-450

BDGCS0015-600



艾德加
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EDGAR

When we design functional hardware, we focus on 
practicality, the upper layer, and the purest, high-
utilization storage space. An ideal space for 
multiple types of storage. The wall cabinet system 
is neatly and orderly displayed, making it easy to 
put and retrieve items without effort. 
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SPCC cold-rolled steel plate is formed 
by one-step spraying process, the 
quality is visible, tangible, and more 
assured. 

The sidewalls are made of wood with 
low moisture content, which not only 
ensures the safety of the items to be 
picked up and stored, but also adds 
the style of the cabinet. 

Thick non-slip handle, comfortable 
grip. 

Load-bearing function four-speed 
adjustment, easy push and pull, 
automatic slow-down, solve the 
problem of inconvenience in taking 
objects from high places. 
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艾德加Edgar-Lift-Up�Basket

艾德加升降机

艾德加升降机
艾德加升降机
艾德加升降机

BDGCS0016-600

BDGCS0016-900

BDGCS0016-800

BDGCS0016-700
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